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 Description, After the occupation of Yugoslavia in the World War II, the Communist Government in Yugoslavia confiscated all
private property, and the peasants were not allowed to keep any, of course. Most of the farmers left the field to search for food
and shelter. Consequently, some people had to work in the cities as a form of forced labor, the most common work being part
time farming, or even as factory workers. Some of them were sent to the infamous camps in the mountains where many lost
their lives. The "Crno Jagnje i Sivi Soko Rebeka Vest 1941" is a book published during the World War II, with a historical

background, focusing on the atmosphere of the time, the first people's liberation war, and the motivation behind the resistance.
Only people who left their land in the open field had a chance to survive in this situation. They had to hide themselves in the

mountain, living in constant fear of the fascist Ustashas (Serbian State Guard and police). There are many bad stories, for
example that some girls were kidnapped and raped, or that some boys were sent to the Nazi camps. The book also contains a lot
of information on the war, its background, the politics, and the life on the camps. People have to change their language in order

to survive in the camps, because most of them were from the Vojvodina and Titograd (Titograd is now known as Novi Sad).
The book has a lot of historical facts from the National Liberation War in Yugoslavia, especially the beginning, and the

motivation for the struggle, the fight against the Ustashas. The book is in Serbian, but it is in the native dialect of the Vojvodina,
which is closer to the language spoken in Novi Sad, where the book was written. Because of the size and the high level of

information, I decided to put the complete book online. If you want to read the original, just go to the link above and you will be
redirected to the book's "PDF" version. I hope you enjoy reading this book and be inspired by the history of Yugoslavia. Title,

Crno Jagnje i Sivi Soko Rebeka Vest 1941. Region. Format, PDF. Pages, 121. File Size, 1.8 MB. Description, After the
occupation of Yugoslavia in the World War II, the Communist Government in Yugoslavia confiscated all private property, and

the peasants were not allowed to keep any, of course. Most of 82157476af
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